
Base Of Fire Never Surrender - The Key to
Tactical Success

When it comes to military tactics, few concepts are as crucial as the "Base of
Fire". This strategy involves establishing a well-defended position from which a
unit can provide suppressing fire to support the advance of friendly forces. Base
of Fire acts as the backbone of successful assaults, ensuring the safety and
effectiveness of the troops. In this article, we will explore the significance of the
Base of Fire tactic and its applications in different combat scenarios.

The Importance of the Base of Fire
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The Base of Fire is a fundamental tactic used across various military branches
and has proven its effectiveness in countless battles throughout history. It serves
several critical purposes, including:
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Suppressing and neutralizing enemy positions: By establishing a Base of
Fire, troops can unleash a continuous barrage of accurate fire on enemy
positions, keeping them pinned down and incapable of mounting an effective
counterattack.

Providing cover for advancing forces: The suppressing fire generated by the
Base of Fire allows friendly forces to maneuver and advance towards their
objectives while minimizing the risk of casualties.

Creating a safe zone: By securing a well-fortified position, the Base of Fire
becomes a safe haven for troops, offering protection against enemy fire and
serving as a rallying point during chaotic situations.
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Controlling the battle space: A successful Base of Fire grants superior
situational awareness, enabling effective command and control of friendly
forces and facilitating strategic decision-making.

Key Elements of the Base of Fire

For a Base of Fire to be successful, several key elements must be taken into
consideration:

Position selection: The location for the Base of Fire should provide optimal
visibility, cover, and fields of fire. It should also be defensible and easy to
resupply.

Suppression coordination: The troops responsible for the suppressing fire
must communicate effectively, coordinating their efforts to ensure continuous
fire on the target. This requires clear lines of communication, proper training,
and well-defined rules of engagement.

Firepower and ammunition management: The Base of Fire requires an
ample supply of ammunition and heavy firepower to sustain the suppressing
fire over an extended period. Proper logistics and supply chain management
are crucial to maintain the viability of the position.

Supporting units: The Base of Fire needs supporting units to provide
additional firepower, protection, and logistics support. This can include
artillery, armored vehicles, and medical personnel, among others.

Flexibility and adaptability: The Base of Fire and its supporting units must be
able to adjust their tactics and firepower in response to changing battlefield
conditions and enemy tactics. This requires constant evaluation and
communication between units.

Applications of the Base of Fire



The Base of Fire strategy finds extensive use in various military operations,
including:

Assaults on fortified positions: When facing well-entrenched enemy forces, a
successful assault heavily relies on the ability to suppress opposing positions
with accurate and sustained fire support.

Urban warfare: The Base of Fire is crucial in urban environments where
buildings provide cover for enemy combatants. It enables friendly forces to
maneuver through the streets while minimizing exposure to hostile fire.

Retreat and withdrawal: By establishing a solid Base of Fire, withdrawing
forces can create a protective curtain of suppressing fire, preventing the
enemy from pursuing aggressively.

Counterinsurgency operations: The Base of Fire plays a vital role in
suppressing insurgent activities, preventing enemy attacks, and providing
cover for friendly forces during search and clearance operations.

Never Surrender - The Power of the Base of Fire

In warfare, the Base of Fire represents the determination, resilience, and
unwavering spirit of the troops. It symbolizes the refusal to surrender, the
relentless pursuit of victory, and the loyalty to comrades-in-arms. A well-executed
Base of Fire not only ensures the success of an operation but also serves as a
testament to the bravery and professionalism of the soldiers involved.



In

The Base of Fire tactic is an indispensable element of modern warfare, providing
crucial advantages for friendly forces while suppressing enemy resistance. It is a
testament to the strategic ingenuity and tactical brilliance of military commanders
throughout history. From assaulting enemy positions to controlling urban
environments, the Base of Fire tactic continues to play a significant role in
ensuring the success and safety of military operations.

So remember, in the face of adversity, a strong Base of Fire will never surrender.
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The invasion has begun…
No place is safe…
But Danger is something that former Marine Moss LeFer knows
well.
The deadly aliens known as Sartans have spread through the northern territories
on Bellona Prime, a verdant new world with only a fledgling human colony. Moss
LeFer leads the hunt for the violent Sartans, but it will not be a battle easily won.
Their alien overlords known as the Redessarians won’t give up such a valuable
prize easily. And the Western Coalition are slow with their promise to help.

Moss LeFer, former Marine living on Bellona Prime, knows that a second wave
invasion could happen at any time. He is desperate to protect his growing family
and ensure that they have a future on the new planet. But he’ll need every
resource he can get his hands on to hold back the dreaded alien threat, and not
everyone on BP supports his efforts.

Base Of Fire is the second book in the Never Surrender series. It’s a fast paced,
action filled military sci-fi novel that will hook you from page one and keep you
reading late into the night. With characters you’ll love and relate to, Base Of Fire
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is a book you’ll want to read again and again. From master storyteller Toby
Neighbors, comes the saga of one family’s fight to survive in the face of
incalculable odds. Jump into the Never Surrender series today.
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